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9 Å neutron beam

The nEDM@SNS experiment

Statistical “shot noise” limit:
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Golub & Lamoreaux’s technique: polarized UCN + polarized 3He atoms + superfluid 4He

↵ = polarization contrast

E = electric field

T = precession time

(75 kV/cm thanks to sf-4He. See Ito, Riley, Blatnik, Korsch talks.)

(UCN polarization ∼ 98% )

(goal to use 1000 sec if wall loss times low enough)

(high density from in-situ super-thermal production & accumulation. 
Density increases with 𝜏storage. No need to transport. But “filling” 
time is ∼ 1000 sec)

Polarized 3He (∼ 98%) serves as in-situ & live UCN spin analyzer (new type of signal!)

3He + SQUIDs as co-magnetometer. Small changes of sf4He temperature causes large changes 
(∼ T7.5) of 3He mean-free-path as dominated by 3He-phonon scattering. Great for co-
magnetometer systematic checks .

Low temperature (∼ 0.4 K): SQUIDs and superconducting magnetic shielding 
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neutrons

2HV electrode Gnd electrodes

Scintillation light 
collection fibers

SQUID magnetometers

2x measurement cells: 
inner 7.5 cm (W), 10 cm (H), 40 cm (D)

filled with UCN, ∼ 0.4 K sf4He, and 3He ∼ 10-10

3He plumbing & 
cell ”plug” valve

Surrounded by 
sf4He bath with 

unpolarized 
∼10-6 level 3He



Overview

• Measurement cells: UCN storage and reduction of neutron beam-induced activation

• in-situ & live UCN spin analysis: a new type of precession signal (simulations)

• Advantages in searching for time-oscillating nEDMs & extraction of 𝛾n/𝛾3He
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Central themes: UCN storage, measurement cells, 
super-thermal production in 4He, and signal analysis



Measurement cells
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class “1000” clean room photoresist low-UV lights

vacuum 
oven

chemical 
hood

microscope guided, robotic
dispensing machine

swing 
coater

Cell production facilities in clean room Full-sized test measurement cell (illuminated by 360 nm UV lamp).
Temperature sensors embedded from outside for tests.

• Dimensions optimized for statistics and systematics. (e.g. E-field, diffusion-limit L-4 dependence of T2 time & L2 dependence of false EDM, magnetic field gradients, etc.).

• Cells separate from electrodes (cooling needed for heat flush)

*p- & d- refers to “protonated” or fully-deuterated versions of 
a material. 

PMMA = poly(methyl methacrylate), more commonly-known 
by tradenames acrylic or plexiglass. 

PS = polystyrene. 

TPB = tetraphenyl butadiene, an electroluminescent dye

Inner coating ∼ 1 um thick d-TPB embedded in d-PS matrix
Non-magnetic and not electrically conductive. Deuteration for high Fermi potential (165 
neV from neutron reflectometry). TPB for detection of 80 nm 4He scintillation light (see Ito, 
Cianciolo, Loomis talks)

Side walls ∼ 1 cm thick p-PMMA plates Optical photon transmission, mechanical strength, and purity. “Swing coating” on flat 
plates produce surface finish ∼ 5 nm RMS roughness (AFM measured)

End windows ∼ 5 mm thick d-PMMA reduce activation caused by scattering of 9 Å beam 

Sealed cell deuterated solvent cemented to separate 10-10 polarized 3He inside cell from unpolarized natural-abundance 3He

Cell hole ∼ 1 cm opening initial 4He filling then loading/unloading 3He via heat flush. Low UCN loss.
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Cryogenic UCN storage tests with external UCN source

Storage apparatus

Lower 
UCN 

detector5 T magnet with Al 
foil (“PPM”)

UCN guide switcher

UCN beam

• Dry & clean vacuum system: in vacuum outside cell, P ∼ 5 x 10-7 mbar before starting to cool cell. Outgassing dominated by plastic.

• Pumping inside cell restricted due to 1-cm cell hole & UCN guides. Put UCN guide switcher in “intermediate” position for increased cell pumping speed.

• Cells are heated to 50 degC (coating limit) and pumped for 10-14 days before cooling. 

• A cryogenic UCN storage apparatus used with the Los Alamos National Lab. solid-D2 UCN source.

UCN storage test setup at LANL UCN source on the north 
beam line

Spring loaded cooling plates used to maintain contact with cell
Return L4He cools another radiation shield (50 K)Slide-openable vacuum vessel with flowing LN2

radiation shield (80 K & ∼ 3𝜋 sr coverage)

∼ 1.5 m long, 6.5 cm ⌀, 

stainless steel UCN guide

• Cells cooled by spring-loaded cooling plates coupled to flowing L4He line. Cells reach nominal 30 K in ~ 3 days (but can reach 15 K with high L4He rate).

• Standard fill-and-empty setup with cell valve & UCN guide switcher to connect (1) UCN source to cell or (2) cell to lower UCN detector

Thanks to collaborators: Cianciolo, Clayton, Cooper, 
Curie, Golub, Griffith, Huffman, Ito, Korobkina, Makela, 
McDonald, O’Shaughnessy, Pentilla, Ramsey, Smith, 
Stanislaus, Tang, Weaver, Wei 

• The input L4He flow is split, a region of stainless steel UCN guide ∼20 cm away from the cell is maintained to be coldest point in the system (nominally > 20 K 
colder than cell). This SS surface acts as a cryopump for pumping out cell and traps condensable-contamination from reaching inside cell.
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Deuterated plastic cell valve

• The cell-valve body is stainless steel 180 neV (eventually it will be plastic) 

• Valve plug is bulk-dPMMA & valve seat is bulk-dPMMA ring solvent-welded to cell.

• Linear motion controlled by servo-motor actuator with optical encoder (< 0.1 mm 
precision). Force is measured with a load cell. Precise control of position, force, and 
speed of the valve.

dPMMA
plug

UCN guide valve body

embedded 
temperature 
sensor

SS plate closing off valve body
Force on valve actuator vs actuator position

Plug touches 
valve seat

Valve 
completely open

“wine bottle cork” 
effect

Spring to improve 
control of closing force

closing

opening



UCN storage results
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NCSU #2 cell2nd generation cell #2
NCSU #3 cell2nd generation cell #3 NCSU #4 cell2nd generation cell #4

• Beam position: behind UCN𝜏
• Measured with old and new valve systems

• Beam position: north beam line
• dPMMA valve system

• Beam position: north beam line
• dPMMA valve system
• Reduced dust contamination during cell production

Nshort = (50 ± 2) % , 𝜏short = (73 ± 7) s
Nlong = (50 ± 2) %, 𝜏long = (546 ± 16) s

Fitting 40 K data: Fitting 60 K data:

Nshort = (45 ± 4) % , 𝜏short = (66 ± 16) s
Nlong = (55 ± 4) %, 𝜏long = (477 ± 47) s

Fitting 73 K data:

Nshort = (24 ± 28) % , 𝜏short = (170 ± 190) s
Nlong = (76 ± 28) %, 𝜏long = (590 ± 190) s

OR
𝜏single-exp = (490 ± 11) s• Either sum of two exponential decays (”long” and ”short”) or single-exponential fit.

• When sum of two exp decays, strong correlations between fitted parameters
• When cell not cooled, 𝜏single-exp = (130 ± 5) s

• Storage times here are 𝛽-decay + cell wall losses

(Data normalized so number of UCNs at t=0 extrapolated with double exponential fit are matched. The value chosen at t=0 is average of the different storage curves with same cell, measured over consecutive days)
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Interpretation of results

• High quality set of cryogenic UCN storage data with a new type of deuterated polymer coated 
surface (VF = 165 neV, fluorescent, 3He polarization friendly) exhibiting excellent UCN storage 
properties. Cell #4 with 𝜏single-exp = (490 ± 11) s => loss per reflection ∼ 2 x 10-5

• Standard UCN-energy-dependent wall loss theory (i.e. f = W/VF description) insufficient for 
describing data exhibiting strong double-exponential decay.

• From crude information on UCN spectrum, we deduce it is the higher-energy UCNs in the 𝜏short
component. Commonly explained away by above-trapping threshold UCNs but the time scales here 
are very long for our rectangular cells.

• Most promising model found so far has been fitting with a small area “patch” (∼ 0.3 cm2) with low 
VF (∼ 100 neV) exposed to UCNs

• Patch parameters very similar between cells #2 & #3 Cell #3

CURRENT PYTHON ANALYSIS JANUARY MATLAB ANALYSISCell #2

𝜒2/dof contours

• Possible theories for cell #4: 
• (1) 𝜏short component very short, so not visible since shortest hold time is 25 sec (patch area > 3x larger) 
• (2) 𝜏short component very long or non-existent (difficult to fit for. Would need patch 5x smaller)

• (3) higher UCN energies not loaded into the cell in the first place.

• Currently developing UCN tracking simulations to increase understanding. Possibly use UCN 
spectrometer in future experiments. 



dPMMA UCN cell valve results
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• These results show we have learned to implement a UCN valve with negligible UCN loss

• The leak tightness of the valve is more stringent for containing 3He inside the cell in final experiment (v ∼ 30 m/s)



9 Å neutron beam induced cell activation in final experiment
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• In-situ UCN production via super-thermal production in sf4He by 9 Å beam (via choppers) offers many advantages:

No UCN or depolarization loss from transportHigh UCN density ∼ 150 UCN/cm3 

after 1000 s of “filling time”
Spatial spread of beam and filling time reduces phase-
space evolution at start of precession measurements

• The beam intensity is 5 x 105 s-1 in each cell (UCN production P = 0.31 UCN/cm3/s), so Tfill = 1000 s -> 5 x 105 neutrons incident

sf4He filled

pPMMA side walls

dPMMA end windows

dPS+dTPB coating

polymer-based optical reflector
optical light readout fibers

9 Å beam 

Cold neutrons bounce 
around via incoherent 

elastic off 1H 

HV side

Ground side

Eventually n+p -> D + 𝛾 (2.2 MeV) + other prompt-reactions 
=> can produce free charge in cell 

OR
n + contaminant -> short or long lived decay chain => delayed 
background scintillation events

(see Korsch & Loomis talks)

Scattering in sf4He (coherent inelastic scattering). 
Mean-free-path = 20 m, 40 cm cell, 2%.

OR
Scattering in dPMMA windows (mix coherent elastic scattering & 
incoherent elastic scattering). ∼ 1% depending on window thickness

OR
Direct activation of impurities in dPMMA with decay chains

ionization

Note: we developed L4He MCNP neutron scattering kernels to 4 K. (Thanks to C. Lavelle from Johns Hopkins!)



How scintillation light is collected in measurement cell
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HV side

Ground side

sf4He filled

pPMMA side walls

dPMMA end windows

dPS+dTPB coating

polymer-based optical reflector
optical light readout fibers

scintillation event

Conversion 80 nm to blue photons Reflection of optical photons

light collected

(see Cianciolo talk)
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Solution to problem

HV side

Ground side

sf4He filled

pPMMA side walls

dPMMA end windows

dPS+dTPB coating

polymer-based optical reflector
optical light readout fibers

Make dPMMA end windows thin 
(∼ 0.5 - 1 mm) & very pure

LN2 dunk and strength tests

Coated thin end PMMA windows

Embed 6Li cold neutron absorbing 
layer (1-2mm thick) close to inside of 
cell (but UCNs can’t reach)

In-house synthesis of high-purity dPMMA

Place optical reflector between dPS+dTPB
coating and (non-optically transparent) n-
absorbing layer

1/3rd scale prototype side wall with embedded LiOH
absorber and optical reflector



High UCN-current, “inverse spallation target geometry”, sf-4He source (small digression)
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bismuth filter

tungsten target

He-II fill & 
pressure line

He-II converter
(ID = 36 cm, L = 40 cm)

LD2 moderator

D2O pre-moderator
flowing sub-cooled He-II cooling line 

with heat exchanger

He-II containment foil of 
“horizontal near-foil” geometry

UCN extraction 
guide & heat 

removal conduit 
(ID = 18 cm)

1.3 m

50 cm

vertical column to heat exchanger

hcolumn = 1 m

Rastered proton 
beam

UCNs to 
experiment

K.K.H. Leung, G. Muhrer, T. Hügle, T.M. Ito, E.M. Lutz, M. Makela, C.L. Morris, R.W. Pattie, A. Saunders,  A.R. Young
J. Appl. Phys. 126, 224901 (2019). doi:10.1063/1.5109879

Physics model (w/ minor engineering considerations) published in:

• Take 1 MW proton beam @ 800 MeV energy (available SNS/LANL/Fermilab) 
• 40 L sf-4He bath with 100 W @ 1.6 K using sub-cooled helium technology (e.g. common at LHC, JLab, SNS, Fermilab, ESS)
• At 1.6 K, up-scattering 𝜏up≈ 3 s, optimize for a maximum current UCN source (pessimistically assume single passage transport only)

• Raster proton beam on “ring” shaped tungsten spallation target allows edge water cooling
• Total UCN production rate in sf-4He is 1.8 x 109 UCN/s. 
• UCN delivery, 5 m away in 18 cm diameter guide, from UCN simulations is 5 x 108 UCN/s (1-passage efficiency 28%. Foil ~ 68% transmission.) 

returning again. Therefore, we only use the single-passage useful
UCN current Ruse for estimating the density. These densities are
not specific to our source design and are valid for any UCN filling
process where this approximation is made, which is particularly rel-
evant for current-optimized sources. The details of this calculation
are described more in Sec. VII F. For scale, most neutron electric
dipole moment experiments have volumes , 20 l and neutron life-
time experiments , 1000 l. It should be noted that the design
leading to the above UCN current and density is in a physics
model stage only. When moving to an engineering design, a reduc-
tion in performance is expected.

II. STRATEGY OF SOURCE EVALUATION AND
OPTIMIZATION

In this section, we describe our strategy for developing and
optimizing the physics model of our source design. We first opti-
mize the CN flux for a given configuration (which includes the
geometry and material choice) that produces the highest PUCN
under the 100W He-II heat load and 1MW proton power con-
straints. This is done by calculating with MCNP (the Monte Carlo
N-Particle transport code developed by Los Alamos National
Laboratory) the track-length weighted, energy-differential CN flux
in the He-II converter, as well as the heating of the He-II converter
and its vessel walls. When the terms “differential CN flux” and
“He-II heat load” are used in this paper, these refer to the quanti-
ties described in this paragraph (i.e., for the latter, it is the com-
bined heat load on the He-II and its vessel).

The differential CN flux used is from the so-called track-
length (“F4”) tallies from MCNP, where the distance neutrons travel
in the He-II volume is summed up and then normalized by
the cell volume and number of protons (i.e., its raw units are
cm=cm3=proton). The number of protons is converted to 100 μA s
and the differential energy flux calculated by dividing by the energy
bin width of the MCNP tally [e.g., to arrive at units of
cm!2 s!1 meV!1 (100 μA)!1]. The He-II heat load is also quoted for
100 μA proton current. The proton energy is fixed at 800MeV in our
study; therefore, 100 μA of proton current corresponds to 80 kW of
proton power. The proton powers quoted are time-averaged values.

From the He-II heat load per proton, the maximum proton
power that can be used for a given configuration is calculated by
scaling this up to the constraints of maximum 100W He-II heat
load. This scaling assumes that the He-II heat load increases

linearly with proton power. In some cases, the proton power
required to reach this constraint exceeds the 1MW limit. In this
case, the lower maximum proton power limit is used instead.

The differential CN flux for a configuration is scaled linearly
to the maximum proton power, and from this PUCN is calculated.
The effects of the pulse structure of the proton beam, typically
. 10Hz at spallation neutron facilities, are assumed to be averaged
over since this is faster than the time-scales for UCN transport as
well as the thermal transport in our large-volume cryogenic system.

The CN-energy-differential, volumetric UCN-production-
rate function per CN flux (e.g., this quantity has units
UCN cm!5 s!2 meV!2) will be referred to as the “UCN produc-
tion function.” This is calculated following Ref. 59 using the mea-
sured dynamic structure factor from neutron time-of-flight
inelastic scattering from Refs. 60 and 61 that covers 0:2–4meV.
This technique has become the standard for calculating UCN pro-
duction rates in He-II.29,41,62 The width of the UCN production
peak from single-phonon scattering at !1meV calculated from
this data has a width of !0:4meV due to the resolution of the
time-of-flight spectrometer used (e.g., Fig. 10). The “true” single-
phonon linewidth has been measured to be !20–50 μeV
(FWHM) at 1meV in our temperature range.63 However, the
use of the broadened single-phonon peak width in the UCN pro-
duction function is valid as long as the CN spectrum is broad, as
is the case here. The UCN production function used is for He-II
at 1:5K (e.g., see Ref. 41). The UCN production function in
Ref. 59 used previously in Ref. 44, which is for He-II at 1:2K,
contains an error in the binning and is thus avoided here.
To reach CN-energy-differential volumetric UCN production rate
dPUCN=V=dECN (e.g., this quantity has units UCN cm!3 s!1 meV!1)
for a given configuration, the UCN production function is folded
with the differential CN flux. Integration of this differential rate over
the CN energy range and multiplication by the 40 l He-II volume
gives PUCN (with units UCN s!1).

The specific strategy for optimizing the geometry of the
Inverse Geometry source design is described in Sec. VI, after the
key components in the physics model have been introduced.

The UCN production rate depends on the choice of a UCN
cutoff energy Ec. UCNs produced with kinetic energy above Ec are
considered to be lost quickly in the system so that they cannot be
transported or stored. When UCNs are produced in He-II,
they fill phase-space with constant density. Therefore, the pro-
duced UCN spectrum is given by dPUCN / v2dv, which can be
expressed in terms of the UCN kinetic energy EUCN as
dPUCN=dEUCN / ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

EUCN
p

dEUCN. The calculations in this paper
assume that a 58Ni coating will be used in the He-II converter
volume and in the guides for UCN reflection. This is a common
coating used for neutron transport and has a potential
U58Ni ¼ 335 neV. Because of the neutron potential of He-II,
UHe!II ¼ 18:5 neV, the cutoff UCN kinetic energy that can be
reflected when they are produced inside the He-II is reduced to
Ec ¼ 316:5 neV.

UCNs gain kinetic energy when they fall in Earth’s gravity;
therefore, the maximum UCN kinetic energy that a surface can
reflect depends on the height at which a UCN is produced and
where the reflection occurs. In order to calculate the behavior of
UCNs for a given configuration, Monte-Carlo based UCN trajectory

TABLE I. The filling of an external spherical UCN bottle with an opening diameter
Dopen = 18 cm matched to the UCN extraction guide diameter. The UCN rate enter-
ing the volume is Ruse = 5 × 10

8 UCN s−1, which is based on the work in this paper.
The UCN rate exiting the bottle is calculated assuming kinetic theory. The “no
return” approximation is used (see text). Vbottle is the volume of the bottle, ρbottle is
the equilibrium UCN density, and τbottle is the buildup time constant. Other parame-
ters used are average UCN speed !v ¼ 7m s!1 (equal to 255 neV kinetic energy),
average wall loss per bounce !μ ¼ 5# 10!4, and the bottle coated with
58Ni. Details about this calculation are given in Sec. VII F.

Vbottle (l) 5 50 500 5 × 103 5 × 104

ρbottle (×10
4 UCN cm−3) 1.12 1.11 1.05 0.80 0.31

τ bottle (s) 0.11 1.1 10 80 315

Journal of
Applied Physics ARTICLE scitation.org/journal/jap

J. Appl. Phys. 126, 224901 (2019); doi: 10.1063/1.5109879 126, 224901-4

Published under license by AIP Publishing.

Delivered equilibrium UCN density to external bottle with 18 cm hole:

*58Ni cut-off potential & unpolarized

(Filling time)

• Density doesn’t drop until extremely large volumes
• If filling restricted by a small hole (e.g. 1 cm ∅ => 200 s 

fill time) then need 1 MW beam needed at ∼ 10% duty

(pessimistically assume if UCN leaves volume then it is lost)
Pressurized to 1 atm 
to reduce bubbles
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a new type of UCN precession signal:
in-situ & live spin analysis



Difference between measuring phase vs frequency
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• Ramsey technique’s observable is final phase (via UCN count, which is an amplitude):
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�nf ⌘ �n(Tf ) = �n0 +

Z Tf

t0=0
!n(t

0) dt0

Can only deduce average frequency:
<latexit sha1_base64="fZkqsGzqjsS0oJQQLAw6+1/7j00=">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</latexit>

!̄n = (�nf � �n0)/Tf
Can only tell you frequency with time if frequency is constant 

(i.e. B-field & other systematics are constant within precession time)

• “Always measure frequency…” (Rabi? Ramsey? Wieman?) Why?

Changes of signal over short times 
suppresses drifts in system.

Don’t need absolute signal size.

�"# ⇡ 800 kb
<latexit sha1_base64="up/SZgHAXFexAjlu/fomcpWCeyY=">AAACGnicbZDLSgMxFIYzXmu9VV26CRbBhciMCLosunFZwbZCpwxn0rSG5kaSUcvQ53Djq7hxoYg7cePbmLaz8PZD4OM/5yQ5f6o5sy4MP4OZ2bn5hcXSUnl5ZXVtvbKx2bQqM4Q2iOLKXKVgKWeSNhxznF5pQ0GknLbSwdm43rqhxjIlL91Q046AvmQ9RsB5K6lEsWV9AUkeZxqMUbdxV93KCY1wDFobdYdPwjDez2Mj8CAdJZVqeBBOhP9CVEAVFaonlXd/J8kElY5wsLYdhdp1cjCOEU5H5TizVAMZQJ+2PUoQ1HbyyWojvOudLu4p4490eOJ+n8hBWDsUqe8U4K7t79rY/K/WzlzvpJMzqTNHJZk+1Ms4dgqPc8JdZihxfOgBiGH+r5hcgwHifJplH0L0e+W/0Dw8iDxfHFVrp0UcJbSNdtAeitAxqqFzVEcNRNA9ekTP6CV4CJ6C1+Bt2joTFDNb6IeCjy8egaF6</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="up/SZgHAXFexAjlu/fomcpWCeyY=">AAACGnicbZDLSgMxFIYzXmu9VV26CRbBhciMCLosunFZwbZCpwxn0rSG5kaSUcvQ53Djq7hxoYg7cePbmLaz8PZD4OM/5yQ5f6o5sy4MP4OZ2bn5hcXSUnl5ZXVtvbKx2bQqM4Q2iOLKXKVgKWeSNhxznF5pQ0GknLbSwdm43rqhxjIlL91Q046AvmQ9RsB5K6lEsWV9AUkeZxqMUbdxV93KCY1wDFobdYdPwjDez2Mj8CAdJZVqeBBOhP9CVEAVFaonlXd/J8kElY5wsLYdhdp1cjCOEU5H5TizVAMZQJ+2PUoQ1HbyyWojvOudLu4p4490eOJ+n8hBWDsUqe8U4K7t79rY/K/WzlzvpJMzqTNHJZk+1Ms4dgqPc8JdZihxfOgBiGH+r5hcgwHifJplH0L0e+W/0Dw8iDxfHFVrp0UcJbSNdtAeitAxqqFzVEcNRNA9ekTP6CV4CJ6C1+Bt2joTFDNb6IeCjy8egaF6</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="up/SZgHAXFexAjlu/fomcpWCeyY=">AAACGnicbZDLSgMxFIYzXmu9VV26CRbBhciMCLosunFZwbZCpwxn0rSG5kaSUcvQ53Djq7hxoYg7cePbmLaz8PZD4OM/5yQ5f6o5sy4MP4OZ2bn5hcXSUnl5ZXVtvbKx2bQqM4Q2iOLKXKVgKWeSNhxznF5pQ0GknLbSwdm43rqhxjIlL91Q046AvmQ9RsB5K6lEsWV9AUkeZxqMUbdxV93KCY1wDFobdYdPwjDez2Mj8CAdJZVqeBBOhP9CVEAVFaonlXd/J8kElY5wsLYdhdp1cjCOEU5H5TizVAMZQJ+2PUoQ1HbyyWojvOudLu4p4490eOJ+n8hBWDsUqe8U4K7t79rY/K/WzlzvpJMzqTNHJZk+1Ms4dgqPc8JdZihxfOgBiGH+r5hcgwHifJplH0L0e+W/0Dw8iDxfHFVrp0UcJbSNdtAeitAxqqFzVEcNRNA9ekTP6CV4CJ6C1+Bt2joTFDNb6IeCjy8egaF6</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="up/SZgHAXFexAjlu/fomcpWCeyY=">AAACGnicbZDLSgMxFIYzXmu9VV26CRbBhciMCLosunFZwbZCpwxn0rSG5kaSUcvQ53Djq7hxoYg7cePbmLaz8PZD4OM/5yQ5f6o5sy4MP4OZ2bn5hcXSUnl5ZXVtvbKx2bQqM4Q2iOLKXKVgKWeSNhxznF5pQ0GknLbSwdm43rqhxjIlL91Q046AvmQ9RsB5K6lEsWV9AUkeZxqMUbdxV93KCY1wDFobdYdPwjDez2Mj8CAdJZVqeBBOhP9CVEAVFaonlXd/J8kElY5wsLYdhdp1cjCOEU5H5TizVAMZQJ+2PUoQ1HbyyWojvOudLu4p4490eOJ+n8hBWDsUqe8U4K7t79rY/K/WzlzvpJMzqTNHJZk+1Ms4dgqPc8JdZihxfOgBiGH+r5hcgwHifJplH0L0e+W/0Dw8iDxfHFVrp0UcJbSNdtAeitAxqqFzVEcNRNA9ekTP6CV4CJ6C1+Bt2joTFDNb6IeCjy8egaF6</latexit>

n + 3He -> p + 3H + 800 keV
3He UCN 3He UCN

<latexit sha1_base64="/caehGVRvQHT/O/t+lnPElqDX3Y=">AAACL3icbVBNS8MwGE7n15xfVY9egkPwIKMdoh6Hgnic4D5gLSXN0i0sSUuSOkbZP/LiX9lFRBGv/guzrYJuvhDy8HyQvE+YMKq047xahZXVtfWN4mZpa3tnd8/eP2iqOJWYNHDMYtkOkSKMCtLQVDPSTiRBPGSkFQ5upnrrkUhFY/GgRwnxOeoJGlGMtKEC+9ZTtMdRkHlpgqSMhz/3GHqMKKUoh07FqULvDC5Zu/FQzM2BXTau2cBl4OagDPKpB/bEpHHKidCYIaU6rpNoP0NSU8zIuOSliiQID1CPdAwUiBPlZ7N9x/DEMF0YxdIcoeGM/Z3IEFdqxEPj5Ej31aI2Jf/TOqmOrvyMiiTVROD5Q1HKoI7htDzYpZJgzUYGICyp+SvEfSQR1qbikinBXVx5GTSrFfei4tyfl2vXeR1FcASOwSlwwSWogTtQBw2AwROYgDfwbj1bL9aH9Tm3Fqw8cwj+jPX1DZMLqps=</latexit>

�"" . 0.02�"#

• Live and in-situ UCN spin analysis with polarized 3He: measures throughout precession phase difference between 3He analyzer & UCNs:
<latexit sha1_base64="Tf4TTFzdbP/Y4Xs6NSSw/BlMWbQ=">AAACX3icbZDPThsxEMadpS1p2kICJ8TFalSJSjTaBQQckXrhSCUCSCSKZp0JseK1jT0bKazyFjwNV3iJHnkTnGQPBBjJ8uff/NH4S62SnuL4fyVa+fT5y2r1a+3b9x9r6/XGxoU3uRPYFkYZd5WCRyU1tkmSwivrELJU4WU6+jvLX47ReWn0OU0sdjO40XIgBVBAvXqrY4eyV+zr6Q795h28zeWYl2yO/pSvRUGv3oxb8Tz4e5GUosnKOOs1KludvhF5hpqEAu+vFei+F2BxF/ZtuNxuEnNL3QIcSaFwWuvkHi2IEdzgdZAaMvTdYv7XKf8VSJ8PjAtHE5/T1x0FZN5PsjRUZkBD/zY3gx/m0izg1KjF8DEKMs4v70KD424htc0JtVisMsgVJ8Nn1vK+dKFLTYIA4WT4DRdDcCAIlycVJEd301owM3lr3XtxsddKDlvxv4PmyV5pa5Vts59shyXsiJ2wU3bG2kywe/bAHtlT5Tlajdai+qI0qpQ9m2wpoq0XgeG1og==</latexit>

�3n(t) ⌘ �3(t)� �n(t)

<latexit sha1_base64="kXU/L9iSs36TKchWkDyI6P+yi2k=">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</latexit>

�3(t)
measured with SQUIDs 

(3He is a co-magnetometer also.)

The spirit of frequency measurement lives! 
(via derivative)

<latexit sha1_base64="cBVV+fOeuDqz18IPi47EsI2QAPs=">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</latexit>

Ṅ3(t) =
Nn(t)

⌧̄3
[1� Pn(t)P3(t) cos�3n(t)]

500 s is our optimum ∼10-10 3He concentration
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Free-precession mode scintillation light

(ignoring shifts & drifts for now)
<latexit sha1_base64="PdydTxyL2iBV49sIZVOOHdt8hzU=">AAACTXicbVFdaxQxFM2sH63rR1d97MvFRdiiLjOtqC9CsRR8rNBtC5thyGQyO6FJZkjuCMvM/EFfBN/8F774oJTS7HYLtfVA4OSce2+Sk7RS0mEY/gx6d+7eu7+2/qD/8NHjJxuDp8+OXFlbLia8VKU9SZkTShoxQYlKnFRWMJ0qcZye7i3846/COlmaQ5xXItZsZmQuOUMvJYOMVoVMmh3TjXALPgJVIsfpqKUzpjVLdlp4A1cb027BpyQEWmmguWW82YYsMdDut11Di5TZDqiVswJjhFdwNTnsksEwHIdLwG0SrciQrHCQDH7QrOS1Fga5Ys5No7DCuGEWJVei69PaiYrxUzYTU08N08LFzTKNDl56JYO8tH4ZhKV6vaNh2rm5Tn2lZli4m95C/J83rTH/EDfSVDUKwy8PymsFWMIiWsikFRzV3BPGrfR3BV4wnxP6D+j7EKKbT75NjrbH0btx+OXtcPf1Ko51sklekBGJyHuySz6TAzIhnHwjv8gf8jf4HvwOzoLzy9JesOp5Tv5Bb+0CfnCyTQ==</latexit>

�3n(t) =


(|�3|� |�n|)B0 ±

2dn|E|
~

�
t+ �3n0

<latexit sha1_base64="gz++1d2ygxpZhpNeVP33MRsOFLY=">AAACB3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEtBBosgKCVRUTdCwY3LCvYBTSyT6aQdOjMJMxOhhOzc+CtuXCji1l9w5984abPQ6oELh3Pu5d57gphRpR3nyyrNzS8sLpWXKyura+sb9uZWS0WJxKSJIxbJToAUYVSQpqaakU4sCeIBI+1gdJX77XsiFY3ErR7HxOdoIGhIMdJG6tm7l17EyQD10hOR3XkxhxoeevGQ5oKT9eyqU3MmgH+JW5AqKNDo2Z9eP8IJJ0JjhpTquk6s/RRJTTEjWcVLFIkRHqEB6RoqECfKTyd/ZHDfKH0YRtKU0HCi/pxIEVdqzAPTyZEeqlkvF//zuokOL/yUijjRRODpojBhUEcwDwX2qSRYs7EhCEtqboV4iCTC2kRXMSG4sy//Ja3jmntWc25Oq/WjIo4y2AF74AC44BzUwTVogCbA4AE8gRfwaj1az9ab9T5tLVnFzDb4BevjG+E7mJs=</latexit>

= !±
3nt+ �3n0

• After 𝜋/2 pulse, UCN & 3He free precession:

<latexit sha1_base64="2aP/QshERwgEWLTS+JMHbG7j6eg=">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</latexit>

Ṅac�s(t) = Nn(t)

✓
✏�
⌧�

+
✏3
⌧̄3

{1� P3(t)Pn(t) cos[✓3n(t) + �3n0]}
◆
+RBG• “accepted” rate of scintillation light events:

no. UCNs in cell

acceptance probabilities 0.33 & 0.93

recall: 500 s

Background rate
(could be time-dependent)

polarizations
<latexit sha1_base64="RRN+1jYai2D94KED09SWmyJEaqY=">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</latexit>

P3(t)Pn(t) = P30Pn0 exp(�t/T2,tot) ⇡ (0.98)(0.98) exp(�t/[10, 000 s])
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Figure 2. Example of a Monte Carlo simulation of the scintilla-
tion event rate vs time data during the free precession period of
a single free precession measurement cycle. The events are time
binned, with ni(ti) being the number of events that fall within a
time bin centered at time ti. The parameters used are described
in the text. The best fit curve is shown in red. The upper plot is
zoomed in on the first 1 s, with the error bars shown as the 67%
C.I. for a Poisson distribution. The lower plot is of the entire
period and without error bars on the points.

magnetometer and the key systematic e↵ects involved in
the free precession mode.

2.3
3
He co-magnetometer and systematic effects

When writing Eq. (7), it was implied that the static B0 field
in the two !3n measurements are identical. However, since
they are made for cells at di↵erent spatial positions or in
the same cell during di↵erent times, corrections for mag-
netic field gradients and drifts will inevitably be required.
Therefore, high-precision magnetometry is needed.

A magnetometer system located outside the measure-
ment cell and away from the large electric field can be
used to infer the magnetic field inside the cells. How-
ever, such external magnetometry systems are insensitive
to fields produced by leakage currents [15] or magnetiza-
tion contamination [17] near the cell, both of which can
produce sizable systematic e↵ects. For high precision neu-
tron EDM experiments, co-magnetometery is needed.

The polarized 3He located in the same volume as the
UCNs can be used as a co-magnetometer. For a concentra-
tion of x3 = 10�10, the 3He number density is ⇠ 1012 cm�3

(compared with . 103 cm�3 for the UCN density). The

precessing 3He magnetization will generate an oscillating
field with an amplitude of several fT close to the cell. This
will be measured by an array of Superconducting Quantum
Interference Device (SQUID) magnetometers near the cell
[45].

While co-magnetometry drastically reduces system-
atic e↵ects due to field variations, it adds additional e↵ects
at a much smaller scale. These come in the form of dif-
ferent ensemble averaged magnetic fields between the co-
magnetometer atoms and the UCNs, despite the fact they
occupy the same volume, as well as di↵erent precession
frequency shifts experienced by the two.

The observed !3n in a cell should be written as:

!±3n = �nhBni � �!n � �3hB3i + �!3 ±
2dn|E|
~
, (8)

where hB3i and hBni are the ensemble averaged magnetic
fields, and �!3 and �!n are the frequency shifts of the two
species. These e↵ects only arise because of the di↵erences
in motion and precession between the co-magnetometer
atoms and UCNs.

Firstly, the 3He atoms are in thermal equilibrium with
the superfluid helium bath. Their velocity, taking into ac-
count the 3He e↵ective mass, will be ⇡ 30 m s�1. The
UCNs, however, will have velocities ⇡ 4 m s�1. It is worth
mentioning that this velocity di↵erence will be smaller
than for other commonly used co-magnetometers at room
temperature. Secondly, UCNs undergo ballistic motion
reflecting only o↵ the cell walls whereas the 3He mo-
tion will be di↵usive. At our design concentration the
3He mean-free-path is approximately given by 0.77 mm ⇥
[(0.45 K)/T ]15/2 [46], dominated by scattering o↵ phonons
in the superfluid. Thirdly, as already mentioned, the spin
precession frequency of the 3He will only be ⇡ 10% faster
than the UCNs. Again, this will be a smaller di↵erence
than compared with typical co-magnetometers. Further-
more, it should be noted that the sign of �3 and �n are both
negative. This will suppress e↵ects such as that caused by
Earth’s rotation [15].

The most serious of these frequency shifts that can
produce a false EDM signal comes from an interaction
between magnetic field gradients and the motional mag-
netic field BE⇥v = E ⇥ v/c2 [47–54]. The Bloch-Siegert
induced frequency shift is generally larger for the co-
magnetometer. The magnitude of BE⇥v for v = 30 m s�1

and our electric field will be ⇡ 20 µG. This field is trans-
verse to B0 with a direction that fluctuates after every col-
lision with the walls or phonons in the superfluid. This
results in Bloch-Siegert frequency shifts [55]. The com-
bination of this BE⇥v field with magnetic field gradients
transverse to B0 produces a frequency shift that is propor-
tional to E and hence will appear as a false EDM signal.
The size of this frequency shift is also generally dependent
on the gyromagnetic ratio, the static field strength B0, the
field gradients, the collisional frequency, and (as already
mentioned in the introduction) on the dimensions of the
cell. However, closed form expressions exist for the bal-
listic and highly di↵usive cases [23, 53]. We will call this
the "Bloch-Siegert induced false EDM”.

Simulated signal 1-cycle (accepted events)
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Zoom in: red line = fitted

<latexit sha1_base64="/+y5eMt64rh5ltcuNZAaJvgi1Rk=">AAACInicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZdugqVQodSZKuqy4KbLCvYBnaFk0rQNJpOQZMQ69Av8DX/Arf6BO3EluPY7nLazsK0HLhzOuZd77wkko9o4zpeVWVldW9/Ibua2tnd29+z9g6YWkcKkgQUTqh0gTRgNScNQw0hbKoJ4wEgruLue+K17ojQV4a0ZSeJzNAhpn2JkEqlrFzzByQB1z06LFU/SE+ghKZV4gK7jeKXYUxzWHsddO++UnSngMnFTkgcp6l37x+sJHHESGsyQ1h3XkcaPkTIUMzLOeZEmEuE7NCCdhIaIE+3H03fGsJAoPdgXKqnQwKn6dyJGXOsRD5JOjsxQL3oT8T+vE5n+lR/TUEaGhHi2qB8xaAScZAN7VBFs2CghCCua3ArxECmETZLg3BY5HGmK9SQYdzGGZdKslN2LsnNznq+W0oiy4AgcgyJwwSWoghqogwbA4Am8gFfwZj1b79aH9TlrzVjpzCGYg/X9C5QXozY=</latexit>
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Repeat generation & fit:

From distribution: 1𝜎 error bar = 1.8 𝜇Hz

Ø Free precession mode 300 live days data 
taking (e.g. 2-3 years) 1𝜎 nEDM error =  
3 x 10-28 e.cm

Generated “full statistics” data 
set with constant B0

Dressed-spin mode gives 1.6 x 10-28 e.cm
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Data analysis simulations

We (re-)launched a team to study statistics and systematic effects in our data analysis. 
Effects studied or under-study:

• Neutron decay 𝛽-asymmetry (Plaster)

• Spatial-variation scintillation light detection efficiency (see talks Cianciolo, Loomis, Leggett)

• Oscillation in Nn(t) due to history of n-3He absorption (moi)

• Difficult to analytically-fit UCN energy-dependent wall loss (moi)

• Generation of scintillation light data with magnetic field drifts (moi & Cianciolo)
• Generation of SQUID 3He signal with noise and drifts (Behzadipour, Cianciolo, Plaster, Clayton)
• Magnetic field noise in spin-dressing mode (see talks Swank and Tat)

• UCN spin-tracking on Graphics Processing Units (Broussard, Kline, Matthews)

• UCN center-of-mass gravitational offset time-evolution (moi)
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Figure 2. Example of a Monte Carlo simulation of the scintilla-
tion event rate vs time data during the free precession period of
a single free precession measurement cycle. The events are time
binned, with ni(ti) being the number of events that fall within a
time bin centered at time ti. The parameters used are described
in the text. The best fit curve is shown in red. The upper plot is
zoomed in on the first 1 s, with the error bars shown as the 67%
C.I. for a Poisson distribution. The lower plot is of the entire
period and without error bars on the points.

magnetometer and the key systematic e↵ects involved in
the free precession mode.

2.3
3
He co-magnetometer and systematic effects

When writing Eq. (7), it was implied that the static B0 field
in the two !3n measurements are identical. However, since
they are made for cells at di↵erent spatial positions or in
the same cell during di↵erent times, corrections for mag-
netic field gradients and drifts will inevitably be required.
Therefore, high-precision magnetometry is needed.

A magnetometer system located outside the measure-
ment cell and away from the large electric field can be
used to infer the magnetic field inside the cells. How-
ever, such external magnetometry systems are insensitive
to fields produced by leakage currents [15] or magnetiza-
tion contamination [17] near the cell, both of which can
produce sizable systematic e↵ects. For high precision neu-
tron EDM experiments, co-magnetometery is needed.

The polarized 3He located in the same volume as the
UCNs can be used as a co-magnetometer. For a concentra-
tion of x3 = 10�10, the 3He number density is ⇠ 1012 cm�3

(compared with . 103 cm�3 for the UCN density). The

precessing 3He magnetization will generate an oscillating
field with an amplitude of several fT close to the cell. This
will be measured by an array of Superconducting Quantum
Interference Device (SQUID) magnetometers near the cell
[45].

While co-magnetometry drastically reduces system-
atic e↵ects due to field variations, it adds additional e↵ects
at a much smaller scale. These come in the form of dif-
ferent ensemble averaged magnetic fields between the co-
magnetometer atoms and the UCNs, despite the fact they
occupy the same volume, as well as di↵erent precession
frequency shifts experienced by the two.

The observed !3n in a cell should be written as:

!±3n = �nhBni � �!n � �3hB3i + �!3 ±
2dn|E|
~
, (8)

where hB3i and hBni are the ensemble averaged magnetic
fields, and �!3 and �!n are the frequency shifts of the two
species. These e↵ects only arise because of the di↵erences
in motion and precession between the co-magnetometer
atoms and UCNs.

Firstly, the 3He atoms are in thermal equilibrium with
the superfluid helium bath. Their velocity, taking into ac-
count the 3He e↵ective mass, will be ⇡ 30 m s�1. The
UCNs, however, will have velocities ⇡ 4 m s�1. It is worth
mentioning that this velocity di↵erence will be smaller
than for other commonly used co-magnetometers at room
temperature. Secondly, UCNs undergo ballistic motion
reflecting only o↵ the cell walls whereas the 3He mo-
tion will be di↵usive. At our design concentration the
3He mean-free-path is approximately given by 0.77 mm ⇥
[(0.45 K)/T ]15/2 [46], dominated by scattering o↵ phonons
in the superfluid. Thirdly, as already mentioned, the spin
precession frequency of the 3He will only be ⇡ 10% faster
than the UCNs. Again, this will be a smaller di↵erence
than compared with typical co-magnetometers. Further-
more, it should be noted that the sign of �3 and �n are both
negative. This will suppress e↵ects such as that caused by
Earth’s rotation [15].

The most serious of these frequency shifts that can
produce a false EDM signal comes from an interaction
between magnetic field gradients and the motional mag-
netic field BE⇥v = E ⇥ v/c2 [47–54]. The Bloch-Siegert
induced frequency shift is generally larger for the co-
magnetometer. The magnitude of BE⇥v for v = 30 m s�1

and our electric field will be ⇡ 20 µG. This field is trans-
verse to B0 with a direction that fluctuates after every col-
lision with the walls or phonons in the superfluid. This
results in Bloch-Siegert frequency shifts [55]. The com-
bination of this BE⇥v field with magnetic field gradients
transverse to B0 produces a frequency shift that is propor-
tional to E and hence will appear as a false EDM signal.
The size of this frequency shift is also generally dependent
on the gyromagnetic ratio, the static field strength B0, the
field gradients, the collisional frequency, and (as already
mentioned in the introduction) on the dimensions of the
cell. However, closed form expressions exist for the bal-
listic and highly di↵usive cases [23, 53]. We will call this
the "Bloch-Siegert induced false EDM”.

signal in time

Fourier Transform 
(infinite statistics)

Fourier Transform 
(1-cycle statistics)Data analysis techniques being developed:

• Maximum likelihood fitting time-binned counts and un-binned counts
• Markov Chain Monte Carlo random walk fitting techniques
• Fourier Transform analyses, digital filtering and matched-filter techniques
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Handle field drifts in free-precession mode
• Highlight work led by Mojtaba Behzadipour (U. Kentucky grad student) simulation of SQUID 3He signal with white+pink electronic 

noise (based on data) and B-field slow drifts and jumps (based on magnetic shielding specs)
• Advantage of live UCN spin analysis is do not necessarily need to throw away data if field jump

• With live & in-situ UCN spin analysis the time-dependent B(t) from the (co-)magnetometers needed. (In Ramsey technique need to think a bit 
about this too if there’s a statistics versus time variations in B-field extraction from magnetometers due to relaxation)

• General procedure under development: approximate B(t) with 2nd order polynomial:

Simulated FFT signal from SQUID for 1000 s, with SQUID noise based on 
data from LANL (1 fT/rt-Hz, 1 Hz cross-over frequency)

time (s)

f3
(t

)/
f3

(t
=0

) 50 pT

Split signal into 10 s windows and extract frequency in each 
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B(t) = B(0)(1 + ✏1t+ ✏2t
2)
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S(t) = A0 exp(�t/T2,3He) cos
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3) + �30

�
SQUID signal from 

superconducting pick-up coils

(1) fit B(0), 𝜀1 and 𝜀2 from 3He comagnetometer and then used these values fixed in scintillation light fitting, OR
(2) ”Global” fit of 3He and scintillation light signal 

For constant B-field, frequency 
extraction precision is ∼ ± 2 𝜇T



Advantages in alternative physics extraction with 
live & in-situ UCN phase information
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Searching for time-oscillating nEDM signals
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• Axion-like particles can induce an oscillating nEDM signal [Abel et al., Phys. Rev. X 7, 041034 (2017)]:
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!n(t) = |�n|B0 ±
2dn|E|

~ +
2|E|↵ax

~ cos(!axt+ �ax)

Amplitude of oscillation (units: e.cm)

phase (free parameter in fit)

• Sensitivity scales with nEDM sensitivity. nEDM@SNS every measurement cycle (2400 s) get a 1 𝜎 precision of ± 4 x 10-26 e.cm. Expected 1-2 
orders-of-magnitude improvement in “standard” base-line search technique.

• 𝜙n(t) information allows searches for oscillating nEDM
signal at frequencies higher than the measurement cycling:
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determines n-3He scintillation light

the periodogram, we perform Monte Carlo (MC) simu-
lations. At each frequency, we estimate the cumulative
distribution function (CDF) of the LSSA power. Extreme
events in the tails of the distribution are expensive to access
directly with MC methods. For this reason, to the discrete
CDF estimates we fit, at each ith frequency, the functional
form of the LSSA-power CDF [72]:

FiðPÞ ¼ 1 − Ai expð−BiPÞ; ð8Þ

where P is the power, while Ai and Bi are fit parameters.
The local p values are given by

plocal;i ¼ 1 − FiðPiÞ; ð9Þ

where Pi is the LSSA power of the measured dn time series
at the ith frequency.
If the local p values at different trial frequencies were

uncorrelated, the global p value would be given by [74]

pglobal ¼ 1 − ð1 − plocalÞN; ð10Þ

whereN is the number of trial frequencies. However, we do
not need to make this assumption. Instead, we make use of
the set of MC data sets. In each, we find the minimal local p
value and estimate its CDF, assuming it has the form
Eq. (10), but leave N as a free parameter. We find the best-
fit value,Neffective ¼ 1026. For each frequency, we mark the
power necessary to reach the global p values corresponding
to 1; 2;…; 5σ levels as orange lines in Fig. 1. The minimal
local p value of the data set translates to the global p value
of 0.53, consistent with a nondetection.

In order to obtain limits on the oscillation amplitude
parameter, we again use MC simulations. We discretize the
space of possible signals, spanned by their frequency and
amplitude. We choose a sparser set of 200 frequencies, as
we do not expect highly coherent effects in the sensitivity
of detection. For each discrete point, we generate a set of
200 MC data sets containing the respective, perfectly
coherent signal and assume that the oscillation is averaged
over the duration of the run. In general, the sensitivity is
phase dependent, especially for periods comparable with
the length of the data set. For simplicity, we do not
investigate the phase dependence and in the simulation
take it to be random and uniformly distributed. For each
fake data set, we evaluate the LSSA amplitude only at the
frequency of the signal and compare its distribution
[extrapolating with the functional form of Eq. (8)] with
the best-fit amplitude in the data and define the p value to
be left-sided. We find the 95% confidence-level exclusion
limit as the 0.05 isocontour of the CLs statistic [75]. The
limit is shown as the red curve in Fig. 2. We are most
sensitive to periods shorter than the time span of the data set
(∼4 years), but rapidly lose sensitivity for periods shorter
than the temporal spacing between data points (∼2 days),
since the expected signal would essentially average to zero
over these short time scales.

III. SHORT-TIME-BASE ANALYSIS

In 2009, the Sussex-RAL-ILL apparatus was moved to
the new ultracold neutron source at the Paul Scherrer
Institute, Villigen, Switzerland [76–79], where a number
of improvements were made [63,80,81]. In 2015, the
apparatus was fully commissioned and began to take
high-sensitivity EDM data. The whole data set, taken from

FIG. 1. The periodogram of the array of neutron EDM (dn)
estimates from the ILL measurement (black line). We are
sensitive to oscillations in the quantity dn − ðμn=μHgÞdHg, where
dHg is the EDM of the 199Hg atom. The mean of Monte Carlo-
generated periodograms, assuming no signal is present, is
depicted in green. MC simulation is used to deliver false-alarm
thresholds (global p values), marked in orange for 1; 2;…; 5σ
levels (from bottom to top). The highest peak has the global p
value 0.53, consistent with a nondetection.

FIG. 2. The 95% C.L. limits on the amplitude of oscillation in
the quantity dn − ðμn=μHgÞdHg, as a function of frequency
thereof. The limits from the long-time-base (ILL data) and
short-time-base (PSI data) analyses are depicted by the red
and blue curves, respectively, with the area above these curves
being excluded. The raw limits delivered by the analysis, with
substantial noise, are depicted by the light lines, while the
smoothed versions are given in bold.
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From Abel et al.:

Sharp wall when frequency 
≈ 2mHz (period 500 sec)

A nonstatistical excess in a periodogram of R may be
caused not only by a coherent oscillating signal; for example,
fluctuations of a higher-order term in the magnetic field, not
compensated by either the mercury or cesium magnetome-
ters, may cause broadband elevations in LSSA power. We

define strict requirements for an excess to be considered as
one induced by axion DM as follows. Firstly, a significant
(>3σ) excess in amplitudehas to be observed in both sensitive
data sets at the same frequency, but not in the control set.
Secondly, the signals must be in antiphase in the parallel and
antiparallel data sets. Lastly, we require high coherence (a
narrow peak) equal to the spectral resolution of the data set.
None of the significant excesses pass our discovery criteria.
We deliver a limit on the oscillation amplitude similarly

to the long-time-base analysis, with the exception that we
require the product of the two sensitive sets’ CLs statistics
to be 0.05. The limit is shown as the blue curve in Fig. 2.
With the short-time-base analysis, we are most sensitive to
periods shorter than the time span of a sequence (2–3 days),
and lose sensitivity to periods shorter than the cycle
repetition rate (≈5 min). The PSI data set has a higher
accumulated sensitivity than the ILL data set, so the limit
baseline in the sensitive region is slightly better in the case
of the PSI data set.
Following Eq. (2), we can interpret the limit on the

oscillating neutron EDM as limits on the axion-gluon
coupling in Eq. (1). We present these limits in Fig. 4,
assuming that axions saturate the local cold DM energy
density ρlocalDM ≈ 0.4 GeV=cm3 [55]. Our peak sensitivity is
fa=CG ≈ 1 × 1021 GeV for ma ≲ 10−23 eV, which probes
super-Planckian axion decay constants (fa > MPlanck ≈
1019 GeV), that is, interactions that are intrinsically feebler
than gravity.

IV. AXION-WIND EFFECT

We also perform a search for the axion-wind effect,
Eq. (4), by partitioning the entire PSI data set into two
sets with opposite magnetic-field orientations (irrespective
of the electric field) and then analyzing the ratio R¼
νn=νHg similarly to our oscillating EDM analysis above.
The axion-wind effect would manifest itself through
time-dependent shifts in νn and νHg (and hence R) at three
angular frequencies: ω1 ¼ ma, ω2 ¼ ma þ Ωsid, and
ω3 ¼ jma − Ωsidj, with the majority of power concentrated
in the ω1 mode. Also, the axion-wind signal would have an
opposite phase in the two subsets. We find two overlapping
3σ excesses in the two subsets (at 3.429 69 μHz and
3.32568 mHz), neither of which have a phase relation
consistent with an axion-wind signal. Following Eq. (4), we
derive limits on the axion-nucleon coupling in Eq. (1). We
present these limits in Fig. 4, assuming that axions saturate
the local cold DM energy density. Our peak sensitivity is
fa=CN ≈ 4 × 105 GeV for 10−19 ≲ma ≲ 10−17 eV.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we perform a search for a time-oscillating
neutron EDM in order to probe the interaction of axionlike
dark matter with gluons. We also perform a search for an
axion-wind spin-precession effect in order to probe the

FIG. 4. Limits on the interactions of an axion with the gluons
(top) and nucleons (bottom), as defined in Eq. (1), assuming that
axions saturate the local cold DM content. The regions above the
thick blue and red lines correspond to the regions of parameters
excluded by the present work at the 95% confidence level (C.L.).
The colored regions represent constraints from big bang nucleo-
synthesis (red, 95% C.L.) [36–38], supernova energy-loss bounds
(green, order of magnitude) [35,39,40], consistency with obser-
vations of galaxies (orange) [15,25–27], and laboratory searches
for new spin-dependent forces (yellow, 95% C.L.) [41]. The
nEDM, νn=νHg, and big bang nucleosynthesis constraints scale as
∝ ffiffiffiffiffi

ρa
p

, while the constraints from supernovae and laboratory
searches for new spin-dependent forces are independent of ρa.
The constraints from galaxies are relaxed if axions constitute a
subdominant fraction of DM.We also show the projected reach of
the proposed CASPEr experiment (dotted black line) [86], and
the parameter space for the canonical QCD axion (purple band).

C. ABEL et al. PHYS. REV. X 7, 041034 (2017)
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High-precision measurement of the ratio 𝛾n/𝛾3He

+ et al.
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• Only minor improvements in knowledge of the neutron magnetic moment over the past 5 decades
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KEY SYSTEMATIC: UCN center-of-mass gravitational offset effect



Evolution of UCN spectrum during filling and precession
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UCN spectrum during “filling” (low 3He absorption) UCN spectrum evolution during free precession measurement time 
(includes 𝜏3 = 500 s)

Statistically optimized Tfill = 1000 s:Example: used f = W/V = 0.8 x 10-5

• Change filling time (with reduction on statistics) to change initial UCN spectrum slightly for systematics

• These are the UCN spectra inside the cell. Since spin analysis is in-situ, no need to correct for UCN-energy dependent transport loss 
(and depolarization loss) during transport to interpret any UCN spectral measurements

• Produced UCN spectrum in sf4He is well-described. Transport in guides not so much. 

• Above assumes mechanical equilibrium. Phase-space evolution will be small in nEDM@SNS (3 L cell, with UCNs produced with 
approximately isotropic momentum and close to uniformly throughout cell, filled over 1000 s). Next step is to confirm with simulations



Use time-evolution of UCN gravitational offset to study UCN spectrum
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(1% Lambert diffuse, 
micro-roughness 5nm RMS 
& 12nm correlation length, 
0.3 deg Gaussian waviness)

• Apply known gradient, measure fn(t) to get information on the time-evolution of average UCN energy during precession.
• Combine with total number UCN storage time measurement: just watch 𝛽-decay without loading 3He. 
• More direct than spin-echo since since measuring precession frequency

• Phase-space evolution (which will impact this systematic effect as well as others!) less in the nEDM@SNS experiment
• A good chance for controlling this important systematic effect! Currently in early days of development still.

Shown E = 100 neV
Straight lines between wall 
collisions displayed.

UCN tracking simulations:
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• Very long UCN storage times for multiple full-sized cells: 𝜏single-exp = (490 ± 11) s or 𝜏long ≈ 550 s

• Below a “warm” 90 K, UCN storage improves by > 4 times compared to room temperature

• However, there is activation caused by the 9 Å neuton beam. Need to add neutron absorber, 
vikuiti reflector, and thin and pure dPMMA end windows. (Should not affect UCN storage.)

• In-situ superthermal UCN production 4He offers many advantages (no need to transport, high 
density, phase-space evolution reduction)

• 𝜙n(t) information allows a new way for studying UCN spectral evolution inside the cell by 
coupling to the UCN center-of-mass gravitational offset coupling to an applied B-gradient
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Figure 2. Example of a Monte Carlo simulation of the scintilla-
tion event rate vs time data during the free precession period of
a single free precession measurement cycle. The events are time
binned, with ni(ti) being the number of events that fall within a
time bin centered at time ti. The parameters used are described
in the text. The best fit curve is shown in red. The upper plot is
zoomed in on the first 1 s, with the error bars shown as the 67%
C.I. for a Poisson distribution. The lower plot is of the entire
period and without error bars on the points.

magnetometer and the key systematic e↵ects involved in
the free precession mode.

2.3
3
He co-magnetometer and systematic effects

When writing Eq. (7), it was implied that the static B0 field
in the two !3n measurements are identical. However, since
they are made for cells at di↵erent spatial positions or in
the same cell during di↵erent times, corrections for mag-
netic field gradients and drifts will inevitably be required.
Therefore, high-precision magnetometry is needed.

A magnetometer system located outside the measure-
ment cell and away from the large electric field can be
used to infer the magnetic field inside the cells. How-
ever, such external magnetometry systems are insensitive
to fields produced by leakage currents [15] or magnetiza-
tion contamination [17] near the cell, both of which can
produce sizable systematic e↵ects. For high precision neu-
tron EDM experiments, co-magnetometery is needed.

The polarized 3He located in the same volume as the
UCNs can be used as a co-magnetometer. For a concentra-
tion of x3 = 10�10, the 3He number density is ⇠ 1012 cm�3

(compared with . 103 cm�3 for the UCN density). The

precessing 3He magnetization will generate an oscillating
field with an amplitude of several fT close to the cell. This
will be measured by an array of Superconducting Quantum
Interference Device (SQUID) magnetometers near the cell
[45].

While co-magnetometry drastically reduces system-
atic e↵ects due to field variations, it adds additional e↵ects
at a much smaller scale. These come in the form of dif-
ferent ensemble averaged magnetic fields between the co-
magnetometer atoms and the UCNs, despite the fact they
occupy the same volume, as well as di↵erent precession
frequency shifts experienced by the two.

The observed !3n in a cell should be written as:

!±3n = �nhBni � �!n � �3hB3i + �!3 ±
2dn|E|
~
, (8)

where hB3i and hBni are the ensemble averaged magnetic
fields, and �!3 and �!n are the frequency shifts of the two
species. These e↵ects only arise because of the di↵erences
in motion and precession between the co-magnetometer
atoms and UCNs.

Firstly, the 3He atoms are in thermal equilibrium with
the superfluid helium bath. Their velocity, taking into ac-
count the 3He e↵ective mass, will be ⇡ 30 m s�1. The
UCNs, however, will have velocities ⇡ 4 m s�1. It is worth
mentioning that this velocity di↵erence will be smaller
than for other commonly used co-magnetometers at room
temperature. Secondly, UCNs undergo ballistic motion
reflecting only o↵ the cell walls whereas the 3He mo-
tion will be di↵usive. At our design concentration the
3He mean-free-path is approximately given by 0.77 mm ⇥
[(0.45 K)/T ]15/2 [46], dominated by scattering o↵ phonons
in the superfluid. Thirdly, as already mentioned, the spin
precession frequency of the 3He will only be ⇡ 10% faster
than the UCNs. Again, this will be a smaller di↵erence
than compared with typical co-magnetometers. Further-
more, it should be noted that the sign of �3 and �n are both
negative. This will suppress e↵ects such as that caused by
Earth’s rotation [15].

The most serious of these frequency shifts that can
produce a false EDM signal comes from an interaction
between magnetic field gradients and the motional mag-
netic field BE⇥v = E ⇥ v/c2 [47–54]. The Bloch-Siegert
induced frequency shift is generally larger for the co-
magnetometer. The magnitude of BE⇥v for v = 30 m s�1

and our electric field will be ⇡ 20 µG. This field is trans-
verse to B0 with a direction that fluctuates after every col-
lision with the walls or phonons in the superfluid. This
results in Bloch-Siegert frequency shifts [55]. The com-
bination of this BE⇥v field with magnetic field gradients
transverse to B0 produces a frequency shift that is propor-
tional to E and hence will appear as a false EDM signal.
The size of this frequency shift is also generally dependent
on the gyromagnetic ratio, the static field strength B0, the
field gradients, the collisional frequency, and (as already
mentioned in the introduction) on the dimensions of the
cell. However, closed form expressions exist for the bal-
listic and highly di↵usive cases [23, 53]. We will call this
the "Bloch-Siegert induced false EDM”.

Simulated signal 1-cycle (accepted events)
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• Polarized 3He used as a co-magnetometer and live and in-situ UCN spin analyzer allows the 
continuous measurement the neutron phase. (In order to “measure frequency”: this is the way…)

• This is a new type of signals in nEDM experiments. Detailed simulations are being performed 
to understand how to best analyze this data


